DSM III as a systemic culture pattern: studying intracultural variation among psychiatrists.
DSM III is viewed as embodying a pool of information pertaining to a systemic culture pattern of psychiatry and attempts are made to describe how psychiatrists understand and apply it using ideas from cognitive anthropology. Each of seven psychiatrists evaluated a group of patients in an intake setting. Seven broad categories of Axis I diagnoses were formed and the frequencies with which psychiatrists used these categories were computed. In addition, twelve arithmetical measures pertaining to the five axes of DSM III and a current functioning axis and the decision regarding disposition were also computed. Using these dependent variables, the study analyzes the similarities and differences among psychiatrists in the way they formulate intake evaluations. Psychiatrists' selections of Axis I diagnoses were highly intercorrelated but they differed greatly among themselves in the way they coded many of the axes of DSM III. Group correlations among diagnostic measures indicated a patterning among diagnostic measures and the nature of this patterning is discussed. Each psychiatrists' set of correlations among the twelve diagnostic measures was itself correlated with that of others and this showed a very high level of interpsychiatrist agreement. Deductions drawn from the cultural consensus model suggest that psychiatrists share an underlying 'grammar' that references the pool of information pertaining to DSM III.